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What We Do



Who We Work With

We are a CUNY-affiliated labor market research and consulting
nonprofit. We are dedicated to connecting individuals and
communities to economic opportunity. We help organizations,
institutions, and programs who share in this goal harness labor
market information for maximum impact.










Who We Serve






CUNY central office and
individual colleges
NYC DOE career & college
readiness programs
NYC Mayor’s Office
NYC agencies

Jobseekers
Employers
Workforce
intermediaries












NYS Dept. of Labor
US Dept. of Labor
Nonprofits
Philanthropy
Organized labor
Private businesses

Students
Educators
Education
administrators



Local, state, and
federal government

Why Us?









Content expertise, creativity, passion, & access drive our work.
NYCLMIS embodies decades of combined experience in
workforce policy and labor market research.
We maintain an exhaustive, up-to-date warehouse of labor
market, demographic, and economic data.
We have an expansive network of subject matter experts,
service providers, and employers.
We are situated within CUNY’s premiere doctoral granting
institution. This allows us to call upon the expertise of our
colleagues in academia and to staff teams of sophisticated
researchers that are responsive to the needs of any given
project.

We are celebrating over a
decade of service in the field.
We were founded in 2008 as a
joint venture between the
former NYC Workforce
Investment Board and the City
University of New York (CUNY).
We have since evolved into a
free-standing entity within
CUNY, broadening our reach
to a wide range of workforce
and education stakeholders,
locally and throughout the US.
We are the only outfit in New
York City fully dedicated to
collecting, analyzing, and
applying labor market
intelligence to strengthen the
labor market.
Many influential outlets in our
sphere, including the US
Department of Labor, have
profiled our work.
Visit our website to learn
more: www.gc.cuny.edu/lmis.
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Products and Services

Example Works

Career Maps

Understanding how people actually progress in their careers - and
what it takes to get ahead - can help ready people for labor market
success. Our signature, data-driven approach reveals a realitybased, user-friendly road map for navigating careers.








Program Alignment

How closely do program offerings match what employers want? We
help educators and trainers understand their graduates’ labor
market prospects and identify ways to better align their offerings.





Industry Reports

Industries support a range of jobs, and the nature of the work can
vary by occupation, employer, setting, location, and more. To help
people plan for the future, we break it all down and look ahead.






Training on LMI

We work with a range of audiences to familiarize them with readily
available sources of labor market information. Our trainings help
them identify, navigate, and interpret data.





Jobs Reports

Each quarter, we release a snapshot of the labor market for New
York City and its five boroughs. These reports draw from the most
up-to-date sources on jobs, employers, workers, and more.





Strategic Consulting

Beyond this menu of products and services, we offer custom datadriven intelligence, materials, and guidance to policymakers and
service-providers in philanthropy, education, and workforce.





Home health aides
Cooks and chefs
Bookkeeping
Tech support

Top jobs
Top skills
Top employers

Health information
Travel & accommodation
Green jobs
Transportation

National, state, & local
sources of information
Online job postings

Unemployment
Employment
Talent requirements

Workforce impact studies
Program market studies
Surveys & focus groups
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